
SOUMAORO KANTE VERSUS SUNDIATA

Soumaoro KantÃ© (var.: Sumanguru KantÃ©) was a 13th-century king of the Sosso people. ), defeating the Sosso and
leaving Sundiata's new Mali Empire dominant in the region. In the Epic of Sundiata, Soumaoro KantÃ© is described as
owning a balafon with magical powers, which is stolen by Sundiata Keita's djeli.

The king He also acquired many skills like hunting, fighting, wielding of proverbs containing the wisdom of
his ancestors. It is not known whether Sundjata was a muslim. The most valiant came forward of their own
free will It even brings the heads of the dead kings briefly to life so that they too can listen. He inspects the
strange weapons on the walls, notices three sleeping owls, and realizes the skulls are those of nine kings that
Soumaoro killed. Because Soumaoro is a great sorcerer, he knows that Sundiata is coming and decides to
attack Sundiata The fortified town of Sosso [his capital] was the bulwark of paganism against the word of
Allah. It caused a deep concern for the King. Sundiata accepts the role and decides to ask immediate leave
from Moussa Tounkara. She dies the next morning, and it is while giving his condolences that the king hears
Sundiata's plea to be released from his duty as viceroy. After taking a shortcut, they climb a hill and see two
horsemen Sogolon was constantly being ridiculed because of Sundjata who was maim. He went on to say that
the woman was a transformed buffalo who terrorized and killed many hunters and maimed not a few and that
she was also hunchbacked. He realizes that he'll need other weapons, and that all the gossip he's heard about
Although he was successful on the battlefield, Sumanguru an arrogant, brutal and intolerant ruler. He speaks
more on how terrible Soumaoro is. It barely grazes his shoulder, but Soumaoro feels his powers leave him. A
short time later, however, Sundiata built an alliance of smaller kingdoms to oppose Soumaoro. Among these
were the Mandinka in what is now Mali. The colored dots and icons indicate which themes are associated with
that appearance. All the rebellious kings of the savanna country had gathered at Sihi under [Sundiata's] cousin.
Sundiata, dressed in the Muslim fashion [led the army to Wagadou, where the king] gave Sundiata half his
cavalry and blessed his weapons. He went on all the campaigns. Sundiata's innovative style of deployment
destroys the Sosso forces After a year Sundiata held a new assembly at Niani, but this one was the assembly of
dignitaries and kings of hte empire. The king's choice was approved by both the army and the people; the
people love all who assert themselves over them. We will live free because our ancestors lived free.


